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We are planning to attend this 
and probably some other
international conference, where 
I will present the good results of 
monitoring the effectiveness of 
the self-developed new 
sustainable, natural, energizing 
homeodynamic product Viva 
Vitalis ™ in laboratory conditions 
- in pots experiments.

The efficient of the product will 
be additionally monitored in the 
future, in real conditions, 
outdoors.

Interested Individuals,
Companies and Institutions, 
if you want to participate, you 
can join us in this project, 
please, let us know on 
coraagro.ortan.si, until  end of 
October 2023! 

We will answer in November 
2023. You are welcome.OUR EN WEB SITE: https://lnkd.in/e9zTM9X

https://lnkd.in/e9zTM9X


BACKGROUND:
In Slovenia, this year's August floods affected Carinthia 
also with waste sludge, which is contaminated with 
heavy metals (Pb, Cd, Zn). The problem concerns the 
entire Mežiška valley and the wider area.

Already years ago, within the framework of laboratory 
and pots testing, I started the development of an 
innovative, natural, energized (homeodynamic) 
product, with which homeo-bio-remediation of soils 
poisoned by heavy metals is carried out. The project, 
which is a private project of my company, is currently 
in the phase when monitoring the results is moving to 
real conditions - in Dravograd - in Šentjanž near 
Dravograd, in Dobrje, in Ravne na Kor., in Prevalje, in 
Mežica, in Črna.

Anyone who has land contaminated by this year's 
flood sludge can apply for cooperation. Locations will 
be encrypted, no one will have to expose themselves 
publicly. The selected project partners will receive 
more detailed conditions for cooperation by the end 
of October 2023.We also invite potentially interested 
companies that have been flooded and contaminated 
with polluted sludge to participate.

Soil pollution with toxic heavy metals, which negatively affects human 
health and ecosystems, is a growing global challenge. Soil contamination 
with heavy metals (metalloids) is recognized as an environmental problem 
worldwide, with more than 10 million contaminated sites and more than 
50% of land contaminated with toxic metals (Li et al., 2022a; Luo et al., 
2023). Of course, the world already knows various (bio)remediation 
solutions, but they also have side effects - on the environment and on 
increasing costs - for example, contaminated green mass of plants that 
must be properly harvested, transported, stored, disposed of; when 
washing soil, it is only necessary to transport it to the laundromat, then 
take it back to the owners after washing. Here, in addition to the costs of 
excavation, loading and transportation, the dilemmas of traceability arise -
how does the customer know that he got his „earth" back; etc.

The solution I'm writing about doesn't need all that. However, it requires 
the preparation of the spray from the product under testings (which is 
natural and energized with no impact on people, animals, plants, the 
environment) and spraying according to the manufacturer's instructions.

If the outcome is at least as planned, this physical work could be performed 
on larger surfaces by suitable drones.                                                                   
In short, we are going according to the planned steps. If you are interested 
in cooperation, register at coraagro@ortan.si, just send us a email with 
your desire to join to the project and specify how (project partner, sponsor, 
other – what). We will reply in November 2023. You are welcome!

mailto:coraagro@ortan.si


On a global, international level, you 
can join the project as project partners 
to demonstrate the operation of the 
product on your land, or as sponsors, 
if some company might be interested. 
MORE INFORMATION: UNDER THIS 
LINK.

Na globalni, mednarodni ravni, se 
lahko v projekt vključite kot projektni 
partnerji za demonstracijo delovanja 
proizvoda na svojem zemljišču, ali pa 
kot sponzorji, če je za to morda 
zainteresirano kakšno podjetje. VEČ 
INFORMACIJ: POD TO POVEZAVO!

http://cora-agrohomeopathie.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/ii-Global-project-SDQS-INVITATION.png
http://cora-agrohomeopathie.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/ii-Global-project-SDQS-INVITATION.png
http://cora-agrohomeopathie.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/VABILO-GLOBALNI-PROJEKT-SDQS-1.png
http://cora-agrohomeopathie.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/VABILO-GLOBALNI-PROJEKT-SDQS-1.png


OUR GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS



Majda Ortan, ing; director, Founder, Owner, Developer, Enterpreneur

•SPSC Ambasador(Sustainability Promoters & Sustainability Colaboration 

Ambasador)

•GSFN Enterprises Slovenia Chair- Soil Regeneration, 

Sustainable Agriculture, Ecosystem Management

•GAoS Global Ambassadors of Sustainability

•Global Soil Partnership under FAO and United Nations

•SOME OF OUR EXPOSED PROJECTS & CERTIFICATES

Firma/Company: Ph. Agrohom. Ing. Majda Ortan s.p., Šmiklavž 26, 
2381 Podgorje pri Slovenj Gradcu, Slovenija, EU

Contacts:
Mail: coraagro@ortan.si,
T: 070 820 279; 00 386 70 820 279
WhatsApp: 00 386 820 279 -> Kindly, only allowed for written 

messages.
WEB SITE, SPLETNA STRAN

https://www.fao.org/global-soil-partnership/en/
http://cora-agrohomeopathie.com/blog/2023/02/24/nasi-certifikati-potrdila-nekateri-odmevni-in-uspesni-tuji-projekti/
mailto:coraagro@ortan.si
http://cora-agrohomeopathie.com/en/
http://cora-agrohomeopathie.com/
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